HUN 30 - 30 EGY
(14 - 14) (16 - 16)

Referees: FONSECA R (POR) / SANTOS D (POR)

HUN - Hungary

No. Name
1  SIPOS Adrian
2  ILYES Ferenc
3  JUHASZ Adam
7  CSASZAR Gabor
11  LISEVARI Patrik
12  SZEKELY Marton
13  BOKA Bendeguz
16  MIKLER Roland
19  NAGY Laszlo
22  JAMILI Iman
27  BANHIDI Bence
33  ANCSIN Gabor
39  BODO Richard
47  HORNYAK Peter
66  LEKAI Mate

Players

No. Wing 1/8 1/1 Wing 3/8 Wing 1/2 Wing 3/3 Wing 0/1 Wing 0/1 Wing 2/2 Wing 2/2 Wing 0/1 Wing 0/1 Wing 2/2 Wing 1/1 Wing 1/3 Wing 1/3 Wing 1/1 Wing 2/2 Wing 2/2 Wing 6/9 Wing 1/1 Wing 1/1 Wing 2/2 Wing 0/3 Wing 0/1 Wing 3/9

Totals 30/50 60 11/15 0/4 7/14 1/3 10/13 1/1 4

Goalkeepers

No. Name
12  SZEKELY Marton
16  MIKLER Roland

Players

No. Wing 1/8 1/1 Wing 3/8 Wing 1/2 Wing 3/3 Wing 0/1 Wing 0/1 Wing 2/2 Wing 2/2 Wing 0/1 Wing 0/1 Wing 2/2 Wing 1/1 Wing 1/3 Wing 1/3 Wing 1/1 Wing 2/2 Wing 2/2 Wing 6/9 Wing 1/1 Wing 1/1 Wing 2/2 Wing 0/3 Wing 0/1 Wing 3/9

Totals 30/47 64 6/10 4/4 10/22 2/2 3/3 5/6 5

EGY - Egypt

No. Name
5  OMAR Yahia
9  EISSA Eslam
17  KHAIRY Ahmed
22  HAGAG Omar
24  ELMASRY Ibrahim
25  NAWAR Wisam
28  ABDOU Abdelrahman
31  ELWAKIL Omar
39  ELDERRA Yehia
50  ELAHMAR Ahmed
88  HENDAWY Karim
89  SHEIBI Mohamed
90  ZEINELABEDIN Ali
91  SANAD Mohammad
92  ABDLELAHIM Hamed
96  ELTAYAR Mohamad

Players

No. Wing 1/8 1/1 Wing 3/8 Wing 1/2 Wing 3/3 Wing 0/1 Wing 0/1 Wing 2/2 Wing 2/2 Wing 0/1 Wing 0/1 Wing 2/2 Wing 1/1 Wing 1/3 Wing 1/3 Wing 1/1 Wing 2/2 Wing 2/2 Wing 6/9 Wing 1/1 Wing 1/1 Wing 2/2 Wing 0/3 Wing 0/1 Wing 3/9

Totals 12/42 29 3/14 2/2 4/11 0/1 3/13 0/1 1

Goalkeepers

No. Name
88  HENDAWY Karim
96  ELTAYAR Mohamad

Players

No. Wing 1/8 1/1 Wing 3/8 Wing 1/2 Wing 3/3 Wing 0/1 Wing 0/1 Wing 2/2 Wing 2/2 Wing 0/1 Wing 0/1 Wing 2/2 Wing 1/1 Wing 1/3 Wing 1/3 Wing 1/1 Wing 2/2 Wing 2/2 Wing 6/9 Wing 1/1 Wing 1/1 Wing 2/2 Wing 0/3 Wing 0/1 Wing 3/9

Totals 12/42 29 3/14 2/2 4/11 0/1 3/13 0/1 1

Legend:
- % Efficiency
- 2Min 2 Minute Suspensions
- 6m 6-meter Shots
- 7m 7-meter Shots
- BC Blue Card
- BT Breakthroughs
- RC Red Cards
- G/S Goals/Shots
- No. Uniform Number
- S/S Saves/Shots
- Wing Wing Shots
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